MPLAYER : Activity

• Project aim:
  – No specific aims, but 4031 commits.
  – Users/developers add features as and when they need them.
  – Currently adding dvd menu support. mplayer has forked libdvdnav.
  – mplayer supports a huge range of multimedia formats, with more being added all the time.
MPLAYER : Challenges

• The biggest problem MPlayer faces is its lack of design.

• but that's ok, because most of the multimedia content mplayer has to play is not designed well either, and requires horrible dependencies between the layers.

• Too many developers!
MPLAYER : Dependencies

- Libraries in use:
  - Many different ones.

- Projects that depend on us:
  - Mencoder and therefore video editing applications.
MPLAYER : Next Steps

- <this is what you're planning to do next>
- <concrete goals & objectives>
- ...
- blah